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FEATURES

Object holder made of anti-tear nylon to be fixed under back-rest of all Me.Ber. stretchers. It is composed by a
closed pocket with a zip for little objects and by a bigger open pocket for documents. It is fixed to the trolley
tube of the stretcher with practical Velcro® belts. Dimensions: cm 50x37

MAIN FEATURES

 

Width (cm) 50
Height (cm) 37

https://www.meber.it


ACCESSORY OF

 

Mercury Lite 7080/4RG Proof
Ambulance cot in aluminium with

variable height and four swivel
castors

Mercury 7070 PROOF
Certified stainless steel variable

height stretcher

Mercury 7070/4RG PROOF
Stainless steel variable height

stretcher certified with 4 rotating
wheels

Mercury Lite 7082/4RG Proof
Certified aluminium variable

height stretcher high version with
4 rotating wheels

Mercury 7072 PROOF
Certified stainless steel variable

height stretcher high version

Mercury 7072/4RG PROOF
Certified stainless steel variable

height stretcher high version with 4
rotating wheels

Mercury Cinque 7075/4RG PROOF
Certified 5 levels self-loading

stretcher with 4 swivel wheels

Mercury Cinque 7077/4RG PROOF
Certified 5 levels self-loading

stretcher with 4 swivel wheels -
high version

Gecko 7122/AZ
“GECKO” self loading stretcher

entry-level light blue

Gecko 7122/V
“GECKO” self loading stretcher

entry-level green

Frog Lite 7260 PROOF
“FROG LITE” self loading aluminium

stretcher with trendelenburg
certified

Frog 7210
“FROG” yellow self loading

stretcher with trendelenburg

Frog 7210 PROOF
“FROG” yellow self loading stretcher

with trendelenburg certified

Frog 7240 PROOF
“FROG PLUS” self loading stretcher

with trendelenburg certified

MBS-01 MEBER BARIATRIC
STRETCHER 7270

Self loading stretcher for bariatric
transport

Winner 910
Self loading stretcher

Winner 910 PROOF
Self loading stretcher - certified

Winner 914
Self loading stretcher with
trendelenburg and fowler

Winner 914 PROOF
Certified self loading stretcher with

Trendelenburg and Fowler

Mercury Lite Cinque 7095/4RG
Proof

Certified aluminium 5 levels self-
loading stretcher with 4 swivel

wheels

 



Mercury Lite Cinque 7097/4RG
Proof

Certified aluminium 5 levels self-
loading stretcher with 4 swivel

wheels - high version

Mercury EL 7092 PROOF
Certified self-loading stretcher

Mercury EL 7094 PROOF
Certified self-loading stretcher -

high version


